**Invited Proposals**
- Strategic Action Plan
- Best Practices

**Approved**
- $9.2 M

**Outstanding**
- $3.3 M

**Open RFP Process**
Complete Investment Proposals from 2007 RFP <$7.5 M
- Defer new RFP to 2009
- Reserve Right to Invite Proposals

Panel of Expert Advisors

**Assessment of Progress**
- Synergy for Best Practices
- Shared Lessons Learned
- Assessment of Progress

**Accessibility**
- Wireless
- Comparative
- Analysis
- and
- Education
- Project

**Policy Development To Complement Strategic Investment**

**Mapping**
- Fact Finding and Joint-Venture Partnerships
  - Foundations
  - Corporations
  - Additional Stakeholders
  - Coalitions of Communities

**Regional Roundtables**

**Public Awareness and Education**

**Civic Engagement and Volunteer Mobilization**
“Big Event”

**ICT Digital Literacy**

**Annual Report Metrics**

**January**

**Implement Strategic Action Plan**

**December**

**Assess Experience in Grant Investments**
Access + Applications + Affordability + Accessibility + Assistance = Adoption
<$20 M in Commitments

**<$40 M Seed Capital**